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Abstract— In this paper, we proposed a new 
mathematical model of a faulty photovoltaic generator 
operation. It presents its behavior, when it’s subjected to the 
open-circuit and the short-circuit faults at its basic 
components as: cells, bypass diodes and blocking diodes. 
 
Such kind of modeling will allow developing fault 
detection and diagnosis methods. Indeed, the proposed model 
will be used to set normal and fault operation conditions 
database, which will facilitate learning and classifications 
phases. 
 
Index Terms — Photovoltaic Generator; I-V 





PV = Photovoltaic Generator. 
phi = Photocurrent. 
VCell_Open-circuit = Open-Circuit Voltage of Cell. 
ICell_Short-circuit = Short-Circuit Current of Cell. 
I0 = Reverse Saturation Current of the Diode. 
RS = Cell Series Resistance. 
RSH = Cell Shunt Resistance. 
nc: ncg / ncp = Cell Number: Good / Defective. 
ng: ngg / ngp = Group Number: Good / Defective. 
nm: nmg / nmp = Module Number: Good / Defective. 
ns: nsg / nsp = String Number: Good / Defective. 
nfg / nfp = Good / Defective Generator. 
NCells = Cells Number in each Group. 
NGroups = Groups Number in each Module. 
NModules = Modules Number in each String. 
NStrings = Strings Number in the Generator. 
V / I = Voltage / Current. 
P = Power. 
VCell_imposed = Voltage Imposed. 
DTV = Diode Thermal Voltage. 




The PV system productivity depends largely on two 
factors [4-5]: its performance, which is generally in the 
function of the weather conditions, such as solar radiation, 
temperature and wind speed. And secondly, its availability 
presents the continuity of the energy production service. 
 
The existence of defects can reduce the productivity of 
the generator system, like the open-circuit and the short-
circuit faults [6-7]. Modeling these latter can predict its 
influence [1-2], then deciding to make the diagnosis or the 
prognosis of the faulty components, before its 
unavailability [17-19]. 
 
In this context, the paper objective is the development 
of a new mathematical model, for the faulty operation of 
the PV generator, particularly when it subjects to the open-
circuit and the short-circuit faults. So, the paper 
contribution is the mathematical modeling of the IV 
characteristic of the PV generator, when it subjects to the 
open-circuit and the short-circuit faults at the level of its 
basic components: cells, bypass diodes and blocking 
diodes. This new methodology employed for modeling the 
photovoltaic generator is based on known electrical laws 
as voltages addition in series and in parallel, currents 
addition in series and in parallel, and finally nodes law. 
 
II. MODELING THE PHOTOVOLTAIC GENERATOR IN 
NORMAL FUNCTIONING 
 
Figure1 presents the photovoltaic generator studied. It 
consists of five parallel strings. Each one terminates by a 
blocking diode, for objective to blocking the reversed 
current in abnormal cases, like shading or in the nights. 
Also, it contains five modules in series, for objective to 
increasing the maximum voltage. Each module forms with 
two groups of cells. Finally, each group contains eighteen 
cells, regroups by one bypass diode, for objective to 
blocking the reversed current in the secure path, which 
designs to protect the generator, in the case of the presence 
of a fault in any group. 
 
Because, we use in the modeling of the generator cells 
the one diode model. So, the mathematical modeling of the 
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Figure1. Photovoltaic generator described 
 
III. MODELING THE PHOTOVOLTAIC GENERATOR IN MALFUNCTIONING 
 
A. Defective Cells 
 
A link between the two phases of a photovoltaic cell 
appear a cell short-circuit fault. This latter cancels outright 
the voltage of the defective cells. It ranks among the most 
dangerous defects, because it decreases the faulty 
generator voltage. 
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Where: NStrings’: Number of strings contain at least one good cell. NStrings’’: Number of strings all its cells are defective. 
 
A cell is open-circuit, if its resistance increases up to 
block its current provided. Practically, a crack at this cell 
appears this type of fault. So, the IV characteristic of the 
faulty generator contains cells open-circuit is 
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If there is at least one good string in this defective generator 
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Strings’’’: Strings contain at least one good group. 
 
 
 B. Defective Bypass Diodes 
 
Any connection between the two ports of a bypass 
diode appears the bypass diode short-circuit fault. This 
latter increases the group current to its short-circuit value, 
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Where: 
NStrings’: number of strings contains at least one good group. NStrings’’: number of strings all its groups are defective. 
 
Also, the bypass diode resistance is negligible, when it 
is busy. But after its uses, its resistance increases up to 
become an obstacle, which prevents the passage of the 
current. This problem names in the diagnostic area the 
bypass diode open-circuit fault. 
 
This type of default has no influence on the IV 
characteristic of the: photovoltaic cell, cells group, PV 
module, PV string and PV generator. So, the generator 
characteristic is 
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C. Defective Blocking Diodes 
 
In the normal functioning of the generator, the 
presence of the blocking diode short-circuit fault has no 
influence on its IV characteristic. But, it has a very 
important role in its abnormal functioning, when its strings 
have different voltages as in these two cases: 1) if the 
reversed current and the supplied current of the faulty 
strings are not nulls, because these strings become in the 
open-circuit stat. 2) if the reversed current of the faulty 
strings is not null and its supplied current is null, because 
these strings become in receiver stat. 
 
- If the defective strings cells currents are not zero, and its opposite currents are zero 
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- If the defective strings cells currents are zero and its opposite currents are not zero 
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Where NStrings’: number of defective strings with provided current null. 
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But, if this faulty generator contains at least one good string 
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Increasing the temperature, the existence of a short-
circuit and the presence of cracks appear the blocking 
diode open-circuit fault. Its existence can block the flow of 
the current in the faulty strings. 
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D. Simulation results 
 
The results simulations of the PV generator model are 
shown in the following Figs. 2 to 8. 
 
1) Figure 2 shows the IV characteristic and the power 
of a good photovoltaic generator. 
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Figure2. I-V characteristic and power of a good PV generator 
 
2) Figure3 presents the functioning of the generator 
containing cells short-circuit. It shows that the power of a 
PV generator decreases proportional to the number of the 
defective cells. 
 
3) Figure4 presents the functioning of the generator 
containing bypass diodes short-circuit. It shows that the 
power of a PV generator decreases proportional to the 
number of the defective diodes. Because, this fault can 
affects the group voltage. But, the current remains 
independent unless all its string groups are defective. 
 













































IV and P of good PVG
IV and P of PVG contains 50 defective cells
IV and P of PVG contains 100 defective cells
 
Figure3. IV & P of the PV contains cells short-circuit. 
 
4) Figure5 presents the functioning of the generator 
containing blocking diodes short-circuit. It shows that this 
defect makes a significant deterioration of the generator 
power. Because, it creates the reversed current in the 
absence of the cells supplied current in the faulty string, 
and this latter becomes in the receiver stat. Otherwise, it 
becomes in the open-circuit stat. 
  











































IV and P of good PVG
IV and P of PVG contains 3 defective groups
IV and P of PVG contains 6 defective groups
 
 
Figure4. IV & P of the PV contains bypass diodes short-circuit 
 

































IV and P of good PVG
IV and P of PVG contains one defective blocking diode
in the presence of photocurrent
IV and P of PVG contains one defective blocking diode
in the absence of photocurrent on its string
 
 
Figure5. IV & P of the PV contains blockings diodes short-circuit 
 


































IV and P of PVG with two groups contain cells open circuit
IV and P of PVG with four groups contain cells open circuit
IV and P of good PVG
 
 
Figure6. IV & P of the PV contains cells open-circuit. 
 
5) Figure6 presents the functioning of the generator 
containing cells open-circuit. It shows that this fault has no 
influence on the generator current, except in the failure of 
all the groups within one of its strings. It increases the 
generator voltage, if all its strings are failing, and it 
increases proportionally with the number of its faulty 
groups, till it reaches its open-circuit value. 
 
6) Figure7 presents the functioning of the generator 
containing bypass diodes open-circuit. It shows that this 
fault classifies among the major flaws, because its 
detection is difficult and requires others parameters, such 
as the sunlight. So, it has no influence on the 
characterization of the generator, as long as the group 
assembled by this defective diode is in the normal 
functioning. 
 
7) Figure8 presents the influence of the blocking diode 
open-circuit on the functioning of the PV generator. It 
shows that this defect can cut the current flowing across 
the faulty string, and therefore increases its voltage to the 
maximum. It has no influence on the generator voltage, 
which contains at least one good string. But, its current is 
inversely proportional to the number of blocking diode 
open-circuit. 
 
































IV and P of PVG with three groups contain bypass
diode open circuit
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Figure7. IV & P of the PV contains bypass diode open-circuit. 
 































IV and P of PVG with one blocking diode open circuit
IV and P of good PVG
IV and P of PVG with three blocking diode open circuit
 
 
Figure8. IV & P of the PV contains blocking diode open circuit.
 IV. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we proposed a new methodology for the 
mathematical modeling of the PV generator operation, 
when its basic components are subjected to one of these 
defects: short-circuit and open-circuit. 
 
This new methodology result a rich database contained 
six class types of the faulty PV generator operation. This 
database can use for the prognosis and the diagnosis of the 
open-circuit and the short-circuit defects particularly. 
 
The future work is to propose a hybrid model shows 
the generator operation, when it contains the six types of 
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